[Three Cases of Resectable Advanced Gastric Cancer Treated with Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy].
Three patients diagnosed with HER2-negative resectable advanced gastric cancer with extensive regional lymph node metastases were treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy(NAC), followed by gastrectomy with D2lymph node dissection. One patient received four 21-day courses of S-1 plus oxaliplatin(G-SOX), and pathological effect(PE)was Grade 3. Two patients received four 21-day courses of capecitabine plus oxaliplatin(CapeOX), and each PE was Grade 2and Grade 1a, respectively. One patient in poor PE was with recurrent liver and peritoneal metastases. This suggested that for resectable advanced gastric cancer with extensive regional lymph node metastases, NAC by SOX or CapeOX was effective for some patients.